Asynchronous task-based programming models are gaining popularity to address programmability and performance challenges in high performance computing. One of the main attractions of these models and runtimes is their potential to automatically expose and exploit overlap of computation with communication. However, inefficient interactions between such programming models and the underlying messaging layer (in most cases, MPI) limit the achievable computation-communication overlap and negatively impact the performance of parallel programs. We propose to expose information about MPI internals to a task-based runtime system to make better scheduling decisions. In particular, we show how existing mechanisms used to profile MPI implementations can be used to share information between MPI and a task-based runtime. Further, an evaluation of the proposed method shows performance improvements of up to 30.7% for applications with collective communication.
Introduction
Asynchronous Task-based Programming (ATaP) has emerged as a popular solution to address the challenges of portable and scalable execution on complex multicore architectures. ATaP models, such as Charm++ [1] , OmpSs [3] , Legion [2] and OpenMP 4.0 [6] implement a data-flow execution model Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for thirdparty components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s to orchestrate the execution of parallel tasks while respecting their control and data dependencies.
In this work, we address inefficiencies in ATaP models when using MPI for communication. If the runtime system of an ATaP model is aware of the progress or state of communication in MPI, it can make better scheduling and task-creation decisions, and efficiently overlap computation and communication. Our approach tracks certain events in the MPI layer and exposes them to the ATaP runtime system in order to efficiently schedule tasks calling MPI primitives. Further, the runtime system can execute tasks that utilize partially received data of an on-going MPI collective operation, thus providing opportunities for computationcommunication overlap that were not exposed previously.
We rely on the MPI tools interface (MPI_T) [5] for exchanging information between MPI and an ATaP runtime system where events are delivered to the ATaP runtime system using callbacks. This mechanism allows ATaP runtimes to seamlessly interoperate with MPI by reducing or completely eliminating the need to rely on explicit polling or waiting on specific requests.
Exposing MPI Activity to ATaP Runtimes
This section describes the proposed interactions between MPI and ATaP runtimes.
Extending MPI to Support Event Handling
Our approach exposes a set of events that can be triggered by an MPI implementation to ATaP runtime systems. In order to stay consistent with the MPI standard, and to enable future possible standardization efforts, we build on existing concepts, in particular MPI_T, the MPI Tool Information interface introduced in MPI 3.0 [4] , as well as the currently proposed MPI_T_Events extensions [5] . The latter provides the necessary infrastructure for callbacks in MPI, intended for the support of tracing tools, but does not define any concrete events, matching the philosophy of MPI_T.
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Changes to the OmpSs Runtime System
We extend OmpSs to notify its underlying runtime, Nanos++, of messages being sent or received, as well as of MPI requests that are accessed in a task. This information is used to create a task dependence on the corresponding event. In our implementation, MPI calls inside tasks are identified by the OmpSs compiler, which introduces code to inform Nanos++ of the MPI call and its arguments such as source/destination rank and MPI_Request object.
When an event is delivered to Nanos++, it is used to unlock the associated task for execution. For every task with an event dependence, Nanos++ contains an entry in a reverse look-up table based on the identifiers (message tag, source, or the MPI_Request object). This table is used to identify the task, which is then scheduled for execution if all its dependencies are met. In this way, by waiting for communication events to occur before the tasks are scheduled, we are able to avoid unnecessary blocking of worker threads.
Overlapping Computation with Collectives
In order to enable overlap of computation with collectives, we add two events to MPI_T: MPI_COLLECTIVE_PARTIAL_IN and MPI_COLLECTIVE_PARTIAL_OUT to notify the runtime when partial data expected in the collective has arrived and been sent respectively.
The runtime system is already aware of the memory locations that a task reads or writes, as they are specified in the task creation pragma. With our extensions of Section 2.2, the runtime system also knows the send/receive locations and the volume of the data sent/received in the collectives. Hence, when the MPI_COLLECTIVE_PARTIAL_ * event arrives, the runtime system matches the partial data received with the task that depends on it, and if all its dependencies are satisfied, executes it without waiting for the collective to finish. Non-blocking collectives can also benefit from this approach, since even for them, there is no existing mechanism to signal when it is safe to use partial data.
Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of our proposals using four different applications based on collective communication: FFT 2D, FFT 3D and two MapReduce-based applications: WordCount and Dense Matrix Vector multiplication. Applications are written using OmpSs and built with a stripped down version of Nanos++ v0.10 runtime and the Mercurium 2.0.0 compiler. Figure 1 shows the speedup of our proposed approach with respect to input size on the Marenostrum 4 supercomputer using 64 nodes with 256 MPI processes and 8 threads each. The baseline is a non-communication aware out-of-the-box MPI+OmpSs implementation. CommThread uses a dedicated communication thread that is not able to do computation, hence the consistent 10.0% performance loss. Events is our proposal with callbacks being used as the delivery mechanism, reaching up to 30.7% speedup in the case of Dense Matrix Vector multiplication.
